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Second Cycle/ Avancerad nivå

Literature


Hasselbalch, G. (2022). *Data pollution & power – white paper for a global sustainable agenda on AI* (pp.18-35). The Sustainable AI Lab, Bonn University [Available online in the Course Reading Collection].


**Recommended literature**


Polack, P. (2021) False positivism: Why “planetary computation” and “data-driven governance” will not solve the world’s problems. Real Life. Available at: [https://reallifemag.com/false-positivism/?utm_source=Digest&utm_campaign=6c4405e3f8-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_d90a01c7ff-6c4405e3f8-87850613](https://reallifemag.com/false-positivism/?utm_source=Digest&utm_campaign=6c4405e3f8-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_d90a01c7ff-6c4405e3f8-87850613)

Additional literature, to a lesser extent, will be added. If you have impaired reading, please contact the study counsellor at the Department of Applied Information Technology ([studievagledning@ait.gu.se](mailto:studievagledning@ait.gu.se)), so that we can plan possible additions with due regard to this.

If you have impaired reading, you can also contact the University Library for access to adapted course literature. Adapted course literature includes, for example, talking books, e textbooks or Braille. You must personally certify that your ability to read is impaired. The Swedish Agency for Accessible Media records and produces adapted course literature. It takes time to produce adapted course literature, so it is therefore important to contact the University Library in good time before the start of your course.